Biphasic retinal neurogenesis in the brush-tailed possum, Trichosurus vulpecula: further evidence for the mechanisms involved in formation of ganglion cell density gradients.
We investigated cell generation in the retina of the brush-tailed possum (Trichosurus vulpecula) by using tritiated (3H)-thymidine labelling of newly generated cells. Animals aged between postnatal day (P) 5 and 85 each received a single injection of 3H-thymidine. Following autoradiographic processing, maps of labelled cells were constructed from retinal sections. Retinal cell generation takes place in two phases, the first is concluding in the retinal periphery at P53 as the second is seen to commence in midtemporal retina. In the first phase, cells in central retina are generated earlier than those in peripheral regions. In the second phase, cells complete their final division in midtemporal retina first and in the periphery last. Cells generated in the first phase comprise virtually all cells in the ganglion cell layer, amacrine cells, horizontal cells, and cones. Ganglion cells are produced at a slightly earlier stage than displaced amacrine cells, horizontal cells, or cones. Amacrine cells in the inner nuclear layer are the final cells produced in the first phase. When ganglion cells and amacrine cells are pooled, their combined rate of production matches that of the other cell types. These data indicate that the ratio of displaced amacrine cells: horizontal cells: cones: combined ganglion cells and amacrine cells does not change throughout development. However, the ratio of ganglion cells:macrines changes steadily as development proceeds to favour amacrine cells. In the second phase, sparse numbers of nonganglion cells in the ganglion cell layer and large numbers of bipolar and Müller cells are produced along with all rods. The two phases in the possum are similar to those seen in the wallaby, the quokka. However, fewer cells are added in central retina in the possum than in the quokka and cell addition continues for a more extended period in the periphery in the possum. We suggest that this difference in cell addition could account for the development of a more pronounced visual streak of retinal ganglion cells in the possum than in the quokka. A comparison of possum retinal cell generation with that of other marsupials adds support for the "homochrony theory."